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New Perspective in Ranganathan's Five Laws of Library / Nikhil Goswami
Edukeen Publishers, Delhi 2023
236p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789395626415
$ 40.00 / HB
600 gm.
The 5 Laws of Library Science is a theory proposed by S. R. Ranganathan in
1931, detailing the principles of operating a library system. Five laws of library
science are called the set of norms, percepts, and guides to good practice in
librarianship. Many librarians worldwide accept them as the foundations of their
philosophy. Dr. S.R. Ranganathan conceived the Five Laws of Library Science in
1924. The statements embodying these laws were formulated in 1928. These
laws were first published in Ranganathan's classic book entitled Five Laws of
Library Science in 1931. The Five Laws of Library Science are the most influential
concept in the field of library science.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855020
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Historical Foundations of Library and Information Science / Saif Mohammed
Edukeen Publisher, Delhi 2023
292p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789395626507
$ 48.75 / HB
650 gm.
The Information as resource is very crucial for the development of a country. The
libraries are responsible for socio-economic development. Now a day, progress of
a country is measured on the basis of "information rich" or "information poor".
LIS can also be seen as an integration of  the two fields-library science and
information science,  which were separate at  one point.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855023
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Challenges and Prospects in Digital Library and Information Systems / Paramjit
Mandal
Edukeen Publishers, Delhi 2023
312p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789395626446
$ 48.75 / HB
700 gm.
In digital library, the digital content may be stored and accessed locally and
distantly through computer networks. Institutional repositories (IR) archives and
digital library are needs of present scenario. Library users need the information
which is preserved for research and academic purpose. New technologies develop
and influenced the betterment of academic libraries and users.
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https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855026
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Library Administration and Resources In Digital Era / Mridul Gogineni
Venus Publications, New Delhi 2023
264p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390412754
$ 45.00 / HB
700 gm.
The potential decline in library usage, particularly reference services, puts the
necessity  for  these  services  in  doubt.  Library  and  information  personnel  in
academic and research libraries work incessantly in networked environments. In
early times,  users were not having access to get knowledge through books.
Everyone was not able to buy Books.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855069
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Classification and Collection Management In Library / Om Kabiraj
Venus Publications, New Delhi 2023
244p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390412716
$ 40.00 / HB
600 gm.
Library classification is a work consists of two steps. Firstly, the "about ness" of
the material is ascertained. Next, a call number (essentially a book's address)
based on the classification system in use at the particular library will be assigned
to the work using the notation of the system. It is important to note that unlike
subject heading or thesauri where multiple terms can be assigned to the same
work, in library classification systems, each work can only be placed in one class.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855083
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Digitization and Information Networks In Library / Lohith Khatri
Venus Publications, New Delhi 2023
296p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390412785
$ 48.75 / HB
650 gm.
The digital revolution has altered our walks of life and libraries are not exception
to this. The last five decades have witnesses tremendous advances in information
technology and its application. The latest technologies offer cheap computer
processing power cheap mass storage inexpensive access to high speed networks
and retrieval devices which give us the ability to create, manipulate store and
transfer large quantities of information in digital form at low costs.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855082
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Trends and Issues In Library And Information Management / Ojas Lahoti
Edukeen Publishers, Delhi 2023
308p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789395626477
$ 48.75 / HB
700 gm.

https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855084
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reference Sources and Services in Library Science / Nishith Chaudhary, Jyothsna
Adyanthaya
Peridot Literary Books, Delhi 2023
276p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390393930
$ 45.00 / HB
700 gm.
Library reference service is an essential component of any library's offerings,
providing  a  valuable  resource  to  users  who  seek  assistance  in  locating
information and resources. A Library reference service typically includes several
components,  including  a  reference  desk  online  resources,  and  specialized
collections  of  materials.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=854973
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Facets and Analysis of Dewey Decimal Classification / Madhav Goenka, Jayanti
Dabas
Peridot Literary Books, Delhi 2023
256p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390393992
$ 42.50 / HB
650 gm.
The Index to the Dewey Decimal systems, a relative one (i.e., one having cross-
references), arranges all topics expressed or implied, with every synonym in
alphabetical order. The names Dewey Decimal Classification and Dewey (when
referring to the former) are trademarks of the OCLC Online Computer Library
Center. This Introduction explains the basic principles and structure of the Dewey
Decimal Classification (DDC) system. The Introduction is intended to be used in
conjunction with the Glossary and the Manual. The Glossary defines terms used in
the Introduction and elsewhere in the Classification.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=854980
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Information Retrieval and Preservation In Library Management / Navjot Gokhale,
Vidur Bahuguna
Peridot Literary Books, Delhi 2023
260p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390393985
$ 42.50 / HB
650 gm.
The  principal  function  of  any  library  is  to  make  available  to  the  users,  the
information they need. In order to fulfill this function, the information which is
stored in the library must be retrieved from the library database. Information
retrieval (IR) is the activity of obtaining information resources relevant to an
information need from a collection of information resources.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=854977
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
New Perspectives in Colon Classification / Onkar Kshitij, Parth Mallya
Peridot Literary Books, Delhi 2023
vi, 248p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390393923
$ 42.50 / HB
600 gm.
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It is almost Ninety years since the colon classification was first published in 193.
It  is  an important landmark in the development of  classificatory thought.  It
introduced  many  new  features.  within  this  short  period,  the  scheme  has
developed considerably and has attracted a substantial amount of literature. More
than this,  the techniques forged by this scheme have received International
attention.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=854975
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Knowledge Society and Future Library Technology / Girish Kumar
Peridot Literary Books, Delhi 2023
vi, 218p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9788196192617
$ 37.50 / HB
550 gm.
Library development has moved from early stage of print collections to the 21st
century digital resources and virtual libraries which are playing increasing role in
providing  access  to  information  in  all  ramifications.  In  all  these  stages  of
development,  users  are  of  central  importance and at  the core of  librarian's
attention. Traditionally, before the advent of the computer and the Internet, the
library  user  relied  on  the  library  to  collect,  organize  and  create  access  to
information  to  statisfy  his  information  needs.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=854976
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Evolution of Museums and Museology / Keshaw Chandra
Writers World, New Delhi 2023
232p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9788195669301
$ 44.00 / HB
650 gm.
Amuseum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its
development,  open  to  the  public,  which  acquires,  conserves,  researches,
communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and
its environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment. Museums
are mission-driven organizations and a cornerstone of civil society. Museums play
an important role in the preservation of history. Museum studies, also called
museology  are  the  study  of  the  design.  organization  and  management  of
museums. Degree programs can help students gain an understanding of all facets
of the museum business, from organization and administration to the acquisition,
care and conservancy of historic artifacts and works of art.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=854994
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Research Methods and Techniques In Library and Information Science / Nimit
Kaimal
Venus Publications, New Delhi 2023
272p.; 23 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789390412778
$ 45.00 / HB
650 gm.

https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=855304
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wasan: the fascination of traditional Japanese mathematics / Sakurai Susumu
Japan Publishing Industry Foundation for Culture, Japan 2018
180p.; 19cm.
9784866580173
$ 52.00 / HB
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Wasan - a unique form of Japanese mathematics - was developed during the Edo
period (1603-1868), a time when the entire country was isolated from the rest of
the world. Mathematics was enjoyed as a form of entertainment by adults and
children  alike  and  by  people  of  all  social  classes.  Jinkōki,  an  extraordinary
mathematics textbook, was used at private elementary schools called terakoya
and became a bestseller that could be found in every household. Furthermore,
world-class works were produced by Japanese mathematicians such as Seki
Takakazu and Takebe Katahiro. This book explores the beauty and fascination
surrounding wasan by providing a guided tour that goes back in time over three
hundred years and navigates through the mysterious and incredible world of
mathematical wizardry found during the Edo period in Japan
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=368163
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
How Human Is Human? The View from Robotics Research / Ishiguro Hiroshi;
Translated by Tony Gonzalez
Japan Publishing Industry Foundation for Culture, Japan 2020
178p.; 21cm.
9784866581378
$ 56.00 / HB
How Human Is Human?: The View from Robotics Research presents an overview
of various androids created by its author, Hiroshi Ishiguro, along with episodes
and difficulties encountered during their development. Unlike the industrial robots
so commonly seen in today’s factories, Dr. Ishiguro’s androids are designed with
a focus on providing new tools for human interaction and communication. Of
particular note are his Geminoid series androids, which are designed to exactly
duplicate the appearance of actual living beings (in the case of the latter, Ishiguro
himself),  providing  insights  into  psychological  phenomena arising  from the
experience of encountering one’s doppelgänger. These androids further allow for
remote operations over the Internet, allowing users to project their voice and
even movements, thereby establishing a sense of presence that is impossible
through commonplace technologies such as video conferencing. These androids
thus represent a first step toward telepresence technologies only encountered
today in works of science fiction.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=856669
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Indian Medicinal Plants in the Shifting Terrains of Science: Botanical and Medical
Literature of Nineteenth-Century Bengal / Nupur Dasgupta
Primus Books, Delhi 2023
xx, 233p.; 22 cm.
Bibliography Includes Index.
9789356878389
$ 16.25 / null
350 gm.
Indian Medicinal Plants in the Shifting Terrains of Science traces the medical and
botanical reconnaissance of indigenous medicinal plants in nineteenth-century
Bengal and observes their integration into the framework of modern science.
These processes involved critical inroads into mapping the natural world and
building foundations for the disciplines of medicine and botany in the colonies.
Varied  and diachronic  processes  of  scientific  review of  the  colony’s  natural
resources were concurrent with rapid epistemological advances on the global
scene and a simultaneous build-up of utilitarian colonial configurations. This led
to the eventual budding of critical nationalist and popular indigenous responses
and  actions,  making  way  for  a  history  of  convergence  between  opposing,
contrasting,  balancing  and  adaptive  forces  of  intellection  within  both  the
indigenous  and  non-indigenous  spheres.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857774
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Sea of Japan: Unraveling the Mystery of Its Hidden Depths / Gamo
Toshitakatranslated by Gen Del Raye
Japan Publishing Industry Foundation for Culture, Japan 2021
192p.; 21cm.
9784866581293
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$ 50.00 / null
Why is the Sea of Japan garnering the attention of oceanographers and nature
lovers from around the world?

Among other surprises, the Sea of Japan has its own distinct water mass, internal
circulation, and an "activation device" that operates only in winter.

Just 8000 years ago, the deep waters of the Sea of Japan were a "dead" zone.
Now, they are a dynamic treasure trove of  life.  A 1000-m thick water mass
hidden deep beneath its surface holds the key to this incredible transformation.
How did this distinct water mass form? And how do the major changes occurring
in the Sea of  Japan foretell  future environmental  changes across the global
ocean?

A  leading  oceanographer  with  40  years  of  field  experience  reports  this
oceanographic detective story to reveal the amazing secrets of the "Mother Sea.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=778247
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lost in Evolution: Exploring Humanity's Path in Asia / Kawabata Hiroto; Tr. Dana
Lewis
Japan Publishing Industry Foundation for Culture, Japan 2020
200p.; 21cm.
9784866581330
$ 56.00 / HB
A book that will change how you think about humanity.

Even as societies are beset with turmoil over insignificant human differences such
a skin color, Homo sapiens are broadly homogeneous. We’re all basically the
same. What’s more, we’re the only human species alive. Yet it has not always
been that way. Eons ago, there were many different species many different
places. Not only the Peking Man and Cro-Magnons that school textbooks talk
about but many more. It was, so to speak, “a world of diversity.” Now it is just
us. How did this happen? Who were these people? Where did they live? And how
did such species diversity end up being just Homo sapiens? With an unequaled
focus on events in Asia, this exciting work takes you along on the exploration and
the research to answer these questions. Providing new information and new
insights, it  is a thoughtful  look at humanity’s evolutionary background.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=856667
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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